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Dependence Control at Large
Fengyou Sun
Abstract—We study the dependence control theory, with a
focus on the tail property and dependence transformability of
wireless channel capacity, respectively, from the perspective of an
information theoretic model of the wireless channel and from the
perspective of a functional of controllable and uncontrollable ran-
dom parameter processes. We find that the light-tailed behavior
is an intrinsic property of the wireless channel capacity, which is
due to the passive nature of the wireless propagation environment
and the power limitation in the practical systems. We observe
that the manipulation of the marginal distributions has a bias in
favor of positive dependence and against negative dependence,
e.g., when a parameter process bears negative dependence, the
increases of the means of marginals can not leads effectively to a
better system performance. On the other hand, the dependence
bias indicates that the dependence is a tradable resource, i.e.,
when the dependence resource is utilized another resource can
be saved. For example, the negative dependence can be traded
for transmission power in terms of the performance measures.
Index Terms—Wireless channel capacity, dependence control.
I. INTRODUCTION
In mathematics, the stochastic dependence is a property of
the dependent elements, specified by the probability measure,
and independence is a special case with a product measure
of probability. The dependence scenario, which is probably
uncertain or is intractable to get an explicit mathematical
expression, raises additional analytical issues that differ from
the independence scenario. In real world, the dependence cor-
responds to the interrelationship of the system states through
time and space, and different forms of dependence result in
different system performances [1]. In other words, the stochas-
tic dependence is not only a mathematical property but also
a physical resource. Considering the diverse characteristics
and distinguishing effects of the stochastic dependence, it is
intriguing to study how to control the dependence in a system
in order to obtain an improved performance. Particularly, a
theory of dependence control is built in [2], and it treats
the system as a functional of controllable and uncontrollable
random parameter processes and it proves that a manipulation
of the dependence in a controllable random parameter process
has a consequence on the overall system performance.
In this paper, we further study the dependence control
theory, with respect to both the marginal distributions and
the dependence structures [3], in the context of the wireless
channel capacity, and we obtain two sets of results, namely tail
domination and dependence bias, which are respectively about
the light-tail property of the wireless channel capacity and the
dependence influence on the dependence control mechanism.
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A. Tail Domination
The wireless signals are electromagnetic radiations and the
signal propagation environment is a passive medium with
dissipation that is the loss of field energy due to absorption,
and dispersion that is the variation of the refractive index in
the medium [4] [5] [6]. The dissipation causes the energy
loss of the signals on the path from the transmitter to the
receiver [5]. This effect is termed as the large-scale fading [7].
The dispersion causes the reflection, diffraction, and scattering
of the transmitted signals [5], which result in the multipath
interference and the Doppler shift of the received signals.
This effect is termed as the small-scale fading [7]. As a
characterization of the propagation channel, the channel gain
is defined by the ratio of of the receiver-to-transmitter power,
of which the reciprocal is defined as the channel loss. As a
result of the energy conservation law, the channel gain is less
than one or the channel loss is greater than one.
Consider the multiple-input-multiple-output channel model
that is expressed as [8]
yptq “Hptqxptq `wptq, t P N, (1)
where xptq P CNT , yptq P CNR , wptq „ CN p0, N0INRq,
and Hptq P CNRˆNT is the channel gain matrix. For simpli-
fication, we omit the time index. The instantaneous capacity
c P R is defined by the mutual information, which is a function
f : R ˆ CNRˆNR Ñ R of the product of the transmission
power p and the channel matrix HH˚, i.e.,
f : pHH˚ ÞÑ c, (2)
where we treat the instantaneous power as a random vari-
able. Specifically, if the tail distribution function satisfies
[9] FXpxq “ O
`
e´θx
˘
, Dθ ą 0, equivalently, E
“
eθX
‰
ă
8, Dθ ą 0, then the distribution is light-tailed; otherwise,
it is heavy-tailed. The heavy-tailed distribution indicates that
extreme values occur with a relatively high probability [10].
Particularly, if the tail is super-heavy, it has no finite moments
[11], e.g., the distributions with slowly varying tails. The class
of slowly varying functions includes constants, logarithms,
iterated logarithms, powers of logarithms [12].
We obtain that the sufficient condition for the light-tail
wireless channel capacity is the existence of the mean value
of the power law of the product of the random power and the
maximum eigenvalue of the channel matrix, i.e.,
F cpxq “ O
`
e´θx
˘
, Dθ ą 0 ðñ E
”
ppλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0,
(3)
where the right hand side is equivalent to
E
”
ppTr rHH˚sq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, in terms of the tail
behavior, they are equivalently expressed as F pλmaxpxq “
O
`
x´θx
˘
, Dθ ą 0, and F pTr rHH˚spxq “ O
`
x´θx
˘
, Dθ ą 0.
2Specifically, p “ 1 corresponds to the deterministic power
scenario. In addition, for the broadband channel scenario, the
channel matrix is the diagonal matrix of each sub-channel
matrices, i.e., H “ diagtH1, . . . ,HNu.
We provide the following observations, which largely ex-
plain the light-tail property of the wireless channel capacity.
‚ It is interesting to note that the typical large-scale fading
distribution is heavy-tailed, e.g., the Lognormal distribution,
while the typical small-scale fading distribution is light-tailed,
e.g., the Rayleigh, Rice, and Nakagami distributions. Specifi-
cally, if a random variable is lognormal, then its reciprocal is
also lognormal. The tail property indicates that the large-scale
fading effects, like path loss and shadowing, are more likely
to cause large values of both channel loss and gain, which
may be due to the large shadow dynamics in the propagation
environment; while the small-scale fading effects, like the
multipath interference and Doopler shift, are less likely to
cause large values of channel gain or the random values are
more likely to be concentrated around the mean. Since both
light-tailed and heavy-tailed distributions with finite mean are
used to model the channel gain, the parametric distributions
that can model both heavy-tailed and light-tailed distributions
are of interest, e.g., the Weibull distribution [13] [14]. These
theoretical insights on the stochastic models match the empir-
ical results [6]. The restriction that the passive channel gain
is less than one exclude the existence of fading models with
super-heavy tails. In addition, since the random values of the
stochastic models, whether the light-tailed distribution or the
heavy-tailed distribution, are unbounded, the stochastic models
of the wireless channels are strictly not passive systems [4]
[15], because of the violation of the energy conservation law.
‚ Though the wireless system can be energy unlimited [16],
the transmission power is unlikely to have an infinite mean,
thus, the tail of the power distribution is lighter than the
super-heavy distribution. When there are active relays in the
wireless channels, the whole channel gain is the product of
each individual channel gain. However, the tail of the product
distribution can be asymptotically bounded above and below
by the tail of a dominating random variable of the product
for both independence and dependence scenarios [17] [18]
[19] [20]. In addition, the gain saturation also exclude the
possibility of unlimited gain in active medium [21]. Thus,
the whole channel gain is more likely to have a tail behavior
lighter than the super-heavy tail. On the other hand, when the
power in the capacity formula is set to be deterministic, e.g.,
the mean value of power, normalization is usually considered
for the channel matrix. Specifically, if the channel description
is based on the average transmitter power PT [22], then, the
channel matrix H is non-normalized; and if the description
uses the average receiver power PR, then the channel matrix
H is normalized [23] [24]. Mathematically, it is expressed
as [23] P
1{2
T ¨H “ P
1{2
R ¨H . For example, the normalized
channel gain of the Rayleigh fading channel is [23] [8]
Hij „ CN p0, 1q and E
”
HijH
˚
ij
ı
“ 1. The normalization
indicates that the mean values of the matrix identities exist,
which excludes the existence of the fading models with super-
heavy tails.
In all, for the typical stochastic channel models and the
power supply systems in practice, the distribution of the
capacity, which is a logarithm transform of the product of
the fading effects and random power, is light-tailed, because
the logarithm function transforms a less than super-heavy
distribution to a light-tailed distribution.
B. Dependence Bias
We treat the wireless channel capacity as a functional of
random parameters [1] [2], which are either uncontrollable
or controllable, the uncontrollable parameters represent the
property of the environment that can not be interfered, e.g.,
fading, and the controllable parameters represent the config-
urable property of the wireless system, e.g., power. We specify
that the cardinality of the parameter set
`
X1t , X
2
t , . . . , X
n
t
˘
is
time-invariant and the function ft : R
n Ñ R is time-variant,
i.e.,
Xt “ ft
`
X1t , X
2
t , . . . , X
n
t
˘
. (4)
We study how to transform the dependence in the functional
process tXtu, by manipulating the dependence in parameter
processes
 
X it
(
, 1 ď i ď n. There are two ways to im-
plement this dependence transform, i.e., one by transforming
the dependence structure from the positive dependence to
the negative dependence, and the other by transforming the
marginal distributions.
This functional specification is extensible to the general
stochastic process on the Polish space, i.e., the stochastic
process as a function of a set of random parameters, each of
which is itself a stochastic process, in other words, we treat the
stochastic process as a functional of a multivariate stochastic
process and the functional maps the multivariate stochastic
process to a univariate stochastic process. For example, this
functional perspective is useful for studying the dependence
impact of an individual arrival process on the aggregation of
a set of multiplexed arrival processes.
We highlight the following results, which provide guidelines
for dependence control.
‚ The dependence is a resource that can be traded off, i.e.,
when the dependence is utilized, another form of resource
can be saved, e.g., more amounts of negative dependence can
exchange for less amounts of transmission power. The chain
relation, X ďsm ĂX ùñ řtj“1Xj ďcx řtj“1 rXj ùñ
E
řt
j“1Xj “ E
řt
j“1
rXj , means the supermodular order
of the dependence structures implies the convex order of
the variability of the partial sum with equal mean. To take
into account both the mean and the variability, we use the
increasing convex order for further elaboration. Specifically,
the mean and the variability are exchangeable for each other,
i.e., if the variability is relatively small, then a relatively
greater mean can be tolerated while satisfying the increasing
convex order, vice versa. The mathematical expressions are
as follows, if X ďicx Y and EX ď EZ
1 ď EY , then
it is possible that Z 1 ďicx Y , because we have X ďicx
Y ðñ X ďst Z ďcx Y [25]; and if X ďicx Y , then
X ďcx Z
1 ďst Y such that Z
1 ďicx Y , because we have
X ďicx Y ðñ X ďcx Z ďst Y [25]. Complementary
results hold in the sense of the increasing concave order [25
3‚ When the backlog and the delay are used as the performance
measures [2], the arrival process and the service process are
consistent in the manipulation of the dependence strength and
are different in the manipulation of the marginals. Specifically,
for the manipulation of the dependence, the objective is the
convex ordering
řt
j“1Xj ďcx
řt
j“1
rXj , where Xj “ aj´sj
represents the instantaneous arrival amount minus the in-
stantaneous service amount, while for the manipulation of
the marginals, the objective for the arrival process is the
increasing convex ordering
řt
j“1Xj ďicx
řt
j“1
rXj and the
objective for the service process is the increasing concave
ordering ´
řt
j“1Xj ěicv ´
řt
j“1
rXj . This is coherent with
the intuition that a smaller and less variable arrival process
or a greater and less variable service process leads to a better
system performance in terms of the backlog and delay [2].
‚ The manipulation of the marginal distributions has a depen-
dence bias, while the manipulation of the dependence structure
fixing the marginals has no such dependence bias. Specifically,
the dependence bias means that, if a parameter process bears
negative dependence, then the manipulation of each individual
marginals with respect to the (increasing) convex order can not
lead effectively to the (increasing) convex order of the partial
sums, i.e., the (increasing) convex order of the marginals
implies the (increasing) convex order of the partial sum holds
for positive dependence and not for negative dependence [26].
The dependence bias of the marginals provides an opportunity
for dependence control. Specifically, the dependence bias
means that the increasing convex order of the partial sum
is insensitive to the marginal manipulation of the parameter
process with negative dependence, e.g., the increasing convex
order still holds for a partial sum with smaller mean values of
the marginals. In other words, a better system performance, in
terms of backlog and delay, can be achieved in the scenario
of negative dependence in the processes, even with a smaller
mean value of the service process or a greater mean value of
the arrival process.
C. Related Work
There are some related work in the literature and the
comparisons with this paper are as follows. (i) The light-tailed
property of wireless channel capacity for the single-input-
single-output channel is investigated in [1]. In this paper, we
reason why the light-tailed behavior is an intrinsic property
of the wireless channel capacity, and we extend the results
to multiple-input-multiple-output channel, with an extensive
study on the equivalent conditions and sufficient conditions
regarding the statistical identities of the wireless channel. The
statistical property of wireless channel capacity is studied in
[27], where the focus is on the distribution functions and first
and second order statistics of the capacity, the detailed fading
distributions are used, e.g., Rayleigh, Rice, and Nakagami.
In this paper, instead of the exact fading distributions, we
use the light-tailed and heavy-tailed distribution classes and
show that the distribution of the capacity based on these
typical fading distributions is intrinsically light-tailed. Thus,
the results in this paper is more general than [27] and indicate
more possibilities of wireless channel modeling, i.e., more
distributions as alternative to the typical fading models. (ii)
The tail asymptotic is investigated in [28] for the product and
sum of random variables in terms of the asymptotic equality
fpxq „ gpxq. In this paper, we extend the analysis to specific
heavy-tailed and light-tailed distribution classes, e.g., the long-
tail distribution, the regular varying distribution, and the light-
tailed distribution, specifically, we find that the slowly varying
distribution can dominate the tail behavior for the sum and
product distribution, moreover, we extend the analysis beyond
the asymptotic equality to more asymptotic notations, e.g.,
fpxq “ Opgpxqq, fpxq “ Θpgpxqq, fpxq “ ωpgpxqq, and
fpxq “ opgpxqq. Since the capacity is a logarithm transform
of the product of the power and the fading random variable, the
less strict asymptotic bound provides more flexibility than the
asymptotic equality, i.e., it has less restriction and can capture
more distribution scenarios, most importantly, it is sufficiently
enough to investigate the light-tail behavior that is defined by
the asymptotic bound fpxq “ Opgpxqq. Another related work
is [29], which provides conditions for the product of a light-
tailed random variable and a heavy-tailed random variable
to be heavy-tailed. In contrast to the result with asymptotic
precision up to some distribution classes in [29], we show
results of the exact tail domination with respect to a certain
distribution function in this paper. (iii) The dependence control
theory is studied in [2], where the stochastic dependence is not
only treated as a mathematical property but also as a physical
resource [1], the benefits of utilizing the stochastic dependence
resource are elaborated, and the dependence transformability
is proved with respect to the supermodular order. In this
paper, we extend the results to the (increasing) directionally
convex order and the usual stochastic order, particularly, the
(increasing) directionally convex order takes into account the
impacts of both the marginals and dependence structures in
comparison, while the supermodular order requires identical
marginals of the compared stochastic processes. Such exten-
sion provides additional insights into the dependence control
theory as regards the dependence manipulation and marginal
manipulation.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. The tail prop-
erty of the MIMO (multiple-input-multiple-output) channel is
studied in Sec. II. The dependence transform of stochastic
processes is studied in Sec. III. Finally, this paper is concluded
and future work are discussed in Sec. IV.
II. TAIL PROPERTY
Let pΩ,F ,Pq be a probability space and X : Ω Ñ Cmˆn
be measurable with respect to F and the Borel σ-algebra
on Cmˆn. Denote X “ tX P Cnˆn : X “X˚u, where
˚ represents the conjugate transpose. Denote the cone [30]
Xě0 “ tX P X : X ě 0u, which introduces a partial order
in X, i.e., X ě 0 is equivalent to that all the eigenvalues of
X are nonnegative. Similarly, Xą0 “ tX P X : X ą 0u.
A. Deterministic Power Fluctuation
Consider the flat fading MIMO channel H P CNRˆNT ,
HH˚ P Xě0. The capacity, in bits per second, under total
4average transmit power constraint, is expressed as [22]
c “W max
TrrRsss“NT
log2 det
ˆ
INR `
ρ
NT
HRssH
˚
˙
, (5)
where W is the bandwidth, ρ “ P
N0W
, P is the total average
transmit power, N0 is the noise power spectral density, Rss “
Erss˚s is the covariance matrix for the transmitted signal s P
CNTˆ1.
The frequency-selective fading channel formulation requires
a block diagonal extension of the flat fading channel model.
The capacity, in bits per second, under total average transmit
power constraint, is expressed as [22]
c “
W
N
max
TrrRSSs“NTN
log2 det
ˆ
INRN `
ρ
NT
HRSSH
˚
˙
,
(6)
where W is the bandwidth, ρ “ P
N0W
, P is the total average
transmit power, N0 is the noise power spectral density, N is
the number of sub-channels, H P CNTNˆNRN is the block
diagonal matrix with Hi as the block diagonal elements, and
RSS “ ErSS
˚s is the covariance matrix for the transmitted
signal S “ rsT1 , . . . , s
T
N s
T P CNTNˆ1.
Remark 1. The identity matrix I in the capacity formula
implies that the capacity is non-negative, i.e., c : ΩÑ Rě0.
Remark 2. The typical stochastic models of the channel
gain are the Rayleigh, Rice, and Nakagami distributions [31].
The shadowing model is the Lognormal distribution [7] [31],
which is able to superimpose the path loss.
Remark 3. If log Y „ N
`
µ, σ2
˘
, then a ` b log Y „
N
`
a` bµ, b2σ2
˘
, where a, b P R, thus, if Y is lognormal,
then aY b is also lognormal in general. This result explains
the product form of the combined effect of the multiple path
interference, shadowing, and path loss [32].
Remark 4. Since the normal distribution with zero mean is
symmetric, we have the equal lognormal distributions Y ´1
d
“
Y , because of ´ log Y
d
“ log Y „ N
`
0, σ2
˘
. This result
implies that the quotientX{Y of an arbitrary random variable
X with a lognormal random variable log Y „ N
`
0, σ2
˘
,
where X and Y are independent, equals in distribution the
product XY of the two random variable, i.e., X{Y
d
“ XY .
This relation does not hold for the general normal distribution.
Remark 5. For a almost surely positive random variable,
X , the right tail behavior of 1{X , Pp1{X ą xq “
O
`
e´θx
˘
, Dθ ą 0, and Pp1{X ą xq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
, Dθ ą 0, cor-
responds to left tail behavior of X [33] [34], PpX ă 1{xq “
O
`
e´θx
˘
, Dθ ą 0, and PpX ă 1{xq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
, Dθ ą 0,
i.e., lim sup
yÑ0
PpXăyq
e´θ{y
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, and lim sup
yÑ0
PpXăyq
yθ
ă 8,
Dθ ą 0. Letting Y “ 1{X , we obtain the complementary re-
sults. Considering the reciprocal relation between the channel
loss φ “ PT {PR and channel gain ψ “ PR{PT , both the right
tail and the left tail matter for the stochastic channel models.
We present some equivalence results of the function of
random variables. The proof is shown in Appendix A.
Lemma 1. Consider a flat MIMO channelH P CNRˆNT . The
capacity is upper bounded by c “ a log2p1 ` bλmaxq, where
a, b P Rą0 and λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of HH
˚.
1) For the tail property, we have the equivalent results
F cpxq “ Ope
´θxq, Dθ ą 0
ðñ Fλmaxpxq “ Opx
´θq, Dθ ą 0
ðñ FTr rHH˚spxq “ Opx
´θq, Dθ ą 0. (7)
2) For the power law function of the maximum eigenvalue, we
have the equivalent expressions
E
”
p1`∆λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, 0 ă ∆ ă 8, Dθ ą 0
ðñ E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0
ðñ E
”
pλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0. (8)
Specifically, θ “ 1 corresponds to Erλmaxs ă 8. In addition,
we have E
”
pλmaxq
θ1
ı
“ 8 ùñ E
”
pλmaxq
θ2
ı
“ 8, @0 ă
θ1 ă θ2.
3) In addition, we have another pair of equivalent expressions
for the exponential function of the eigenvalue, i.e.,
E
”
eθTr rHH
˚s
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0
ðñ E
“
eθλmax
‰
ă 8, Dθ ą 0. (9)
Remark 6. The parameters θ in the two equations, F cpxq “
Ope´θxq and Fλmaxpxq “ Opx
´θq, are not necessarily equal.
Remark 7. The above equivalent results indicate that, forX P
Rě0, E
“
Xθ
‰
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 ðñ FXpxq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
, Dθ ą 0.
However, it is interesting to notice that, for a common θ ą 0
and X P Rě0, we only have E
“
Xθ
‰
ă 8 ùñ FXpxq “
O
`
x´θ
˘
, and the reverse does not hold in general. Because it
is shown in [28] that E
“
Xθ
‰
ă 8, where θ ą 0 and X is a
nonnegative random variable, if and only if FXpxq “ o
`
x´θ
˘
and
ş8
0
FXpxqx
θ´1dx ă 8.
Remark 8. The mean identity ErXθs, for X : ΩÑ Rě0 and
θ ą 0, is a special case of Mellin-Stieltjes transform [35] of
the distribution function FXpxq.
Remark 9. Suppose X is a regularly varying non-negative
random variable with index α ą 0. Then [36], E
“
Xβ
‰
ă 8,
for β ă α; and E
“
Xβ
‰
“ 8, for β ą α.
1) Arbitrary Channel Side Information: We present the
sufficient condition for the light-tailed capacity of the flat
channel. We present the proof in Appendix B.
Theorem 1. Consider a flat MIMO channel H P CNRˆNT .
If the mean identity exists, i.e.,
E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, (10)
where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of HH
˚, the distri-
bution of the capacity of the MIMO channel (with or without
full channel side information) is light-tailed.
We present the sufficient condition for the light-tailed ca-
pacity of the frequency-selective channel. The proof is shown
5in Appendix C.
Theorem 2. Consider a frequency-selective MIMO channel
with sub-channel Hi P C
NRˆNT , i P t1, . . . , Nu, and block
diagonal matrix H “ diagpH1, . . . ,HNq. For the scenarios
where channel side information known or unknown at the
transmitter, if the mean identity exists for each sub-channel,
i.e.,
E
”`
1` λimax
˘θı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, @i P t1, . . . , Nu, (11)
where λimax is the maximum eigenvalue of HiH
˚
i , or the
equivalent condition is satisfied, i.e.,
E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, (12)
where λmax is the maximum eigenvalue of HH
˚, the distri-
bution of the capacity is light-tailed.
Remark 10. The equivalent expression of the sufficient condi-
tion means that it is equivalent to consider the block diagonal
matrix of the frequency-selective channel as a whole or to
consider the matrix of each sub-channel individually.
Remark 11. If the trace identity exists, i.e.,
E
”
Tr
”
eθHH
˚
ıı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, then the maximum
eigenvalue distribution and the capacity distribution are
light-tailed. Because the maximum eigenvalue distribution is
exponentially bounded [37]
PpλmaxpXq ě xq ď e
´θx ¨ E
“
Tr
“
eθX
‰‰
, @θ ą 0, (13)
where X “ HH˚ P X. Since the matrix HH˚ is block
diagonal [38], eθHH
˚
“ diag
´
eθH1H
˚
1 , . . . , eθHNH
˚
N
¯
, and
E
”
Tr
”
eθHH
˚
ıı
“
Nÿ
i“1
E
”
Tr
”
eθHiH
˚
i
ıı
. (14)
Thus, E
”
Tr
”
eθHH
˚
ıı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 entails
E
”
Tr
”
eθHiH
˚
i
ıı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, @i P t1, . . . , Nu, which is
non-negative.
2) Without Channel Side Information at Transmitter: We
present the sufficient and necessary condition for the flat chan-
nel capacity distribution to be light-tailed, when the channel
side information is not known at the transmitter. We present
the proof in Appendix D.
Theorem 3. Consider that the channel side information is
only known at the receiver. The capacity distribution of the flat
channel is light tailed, if and only if the tail of the determinant
term is expressed as
E
”
pdet pINR `Λqq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, (15)
where HH˚ “ QΛQ˚, QQ˚ “ Q˚Q “ INR , and
Λ “ diagtλ1, . . . , λNRu, λi ě 0. Equivalently, the condition
is expressed as
E
»–rpHqź
i“1
p1` λiq
θ
fifl ă 8, Dθ ą 0, (16)
where 0 ă λi P Λ and rpHq is the rank of H .
Remark 12. The conditions are equivalently expressed as
E
”śrpHq
i“1 pλiq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0. The proof is similar to that
of Lemma 1.
Remark 13. Considering the inequality
śrpHq
i“1 p1` λiq
θ
ď
p1` λmaxq
θrpHq
, where λmax “ max
1ďiďrpHq
λi, the sufficient
and necessary condition relaxes to a sufficient condition, i.e.,
E
»–rpHqź
i“1
p1` λiq
θ
fifl ă 8, Dθ ą 0
ðù E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 (17)
which is equivalent to E
”
pλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0.
Remark 14. Considering the Fredholm determinant [39], for
|z| small enough, log det pI ` zΛq “ Tr log pI ` zΛq “ř8
k“1
p´1qk`1
k
zk Tr
“
Λk
‰
, the condition is alternatively ex-
pressed as
E
„
e
θ
ř8
k“1
p´1qk`1
k
´
ρ
NT
¯k
Tr rΛks

ă 8, Dθ ą 0, (18)
where Λ “ HH˚ or HH˚ “ QΛQ˚. Specifically, for
HH˚ “ QΛQ˚, we have Tr
“
Λk
‰
“
řrpΛq
i“1 pλipΛqq
k .
For arbitrary z, according to the Plemelj-Smithies formulas
[39], we have detpI ` zΛq “ 1 `
řrpΛq
k“1
dkpΛq
k!
zk, thus the
condition is expressed as
E
»—–
¨˝
1`
rpΛqÿ
k“1
dkpΛq
k!
ˆ
ρ
NT
˙k‚˛θ
fiffifl ă 8, θ ą 0, (19)
where
dkpΛq “
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
TrΛ k ´ 1 0 0 . . . 0 0
TrΛ2 TrΛ k ´ 2 0 . . . 0 0
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
TrΛk´1 TrΛk´2 TrΛk´3
... . . . TrΛ 1
TrΛk TrΛk´1 TrΛk´2
... . . . TrΛ2 TrΛ
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
∣
.
We present a sufficient condition for the light-tailed property
of the frequency-selective channel capacity.
Theorem 4. Consider that the channel side information is
only known at the receiver. The capacity distribution of the
frequency-selective channel is light tailed, if
E
»–rpHjqź
i“1
´
1` λji
¯θfifl ă 8, Dθ ą 0, @j P t1, . . . , Nu, (20)
where Hj is the channel model of each sub-channel and λ
j
i
is the corresponding eigenvalue of HjH
˚
j .
Proof. The proof of the frequency-selective channel scenario
follows that the light-tailed distribution of the capacity of each
6sub-channel implies the light-tailed distribution of the overall
channel capacity.
Remark 15. The sufficient condition relaxes to
E
”`
1` λjmax
˘θı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, @1 ď j ď N , where
λjmax “ max
1ďiďrpHjq
λ
j
i . Equivalently, it is expressed as
E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, where λmax “ max
1ďjďN
λjmax.
B. Random Power Fluctuation
We consider the channel scenario, where the channel knowl-
edge is known at the receiver and is unknown at the trans-
mitter, and the transmission power randomly fluctuates over
the coherence periods and remains constant in each coherence
period.
For the flat fading MIMO channelH P CNRˆNT , when the
transmit power is allocated evenly across the transmit antennas
during each coherence period, the capacity, in bits per second,
is expressed as
cp,H “W log2 det
ˆ
INR `
1
NTN0W
pHH˚
˙
, (21)
where W is the bandwidth, N0 is the noise power spectral
density, and p is the transmit power that is constant during
each coherence period and randomly fluctuates over periods.
Equivalently, the capacity is expressed as
cp,H “W
ÿrpHq
i“1
log2
ˆ
1`
1
NTN0W
pλi
˙
(22)
ďWrpHq log2
ˆ
1`
1
NTN0W
pλmax
˙
, (23)
where λi is the eigenvalue of the matrix HH
˚ and rpHq is
the rank of H .
1) Sufficient Conditions for Light Tails: We present some
preliminary results considering the random power.
Lemma 2. Consider a flat MIMO channel H P CNRˆNT .
The capacity is upper bounded by c “ a log2p1 ` bpλmaxq,
where a, b P Rą0, p is the random power, and λmax is the
maximum eigenvalue of HH˚.
1) For the tail property, we have the equivalent results
F cpxq “ Ope
´θxq, Dθ ą 0
ðñ F pλmaxpxq “ Opx
´θq, Dθ ą 0
ðñ F pTr rHH˚spxq “ Opx
´θq, Dθ ą 0. (24)
2) Alternatively, the tail property is expressed as E
“
eθc
‰
ă 8,
Dθ ą 0, and we have the equivalent expressions
E
“
p1` bpλmaxq
θ
‰
ă 8, Dθ ą 0
ðñ E
“
p1` pλmaxq
θ
‰
ă 8, Dθ ą 0
ðñ E
“
ppλmaxq
θ
‰
ă 8, Dθ ą 0. (25)
In addition, if p and λmax are independent, then
E
“
ppλmaxq
θ
‰
“ E
“
pθ
‰
E
“
pλmaxq
θ
‰
, and the condition relaxes
to Erps ă 8 and Erλmaxs ă 8.
Proof. The proof is analog to the proof of the deterministic
power scenario.
We present the sufficient and necessary condition for the
light-tailed property of the capacity.
Theorem 5. The capacity distribution of the flat channel is
light tailed, if and only if the tail of the determinant term is
no heavier than the fat tail, i.e.,
E
”
pdet pINR ` pΛqq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, (26)
where HH˚ “ QΛQ˚, QQ˚ “ Q˚Q “ INR , and
Λ “ diagtλ1, . . . , λNRu, λi ě 0. Equivalently, the condition
is expressed as
E
»–rpHqź
i“1
p1` pλiq
θ
fifl ă 8, Dθ ą 0, (27)
where 0 ă λi P Λ and rpHq is the rank of H .
Proof. The proof is analog to the proof of the deterministic
power scenario.
Remark 16. Considering the inequality
śrpHq
i“1 p1` pλiq
θ
ď
p1` pλmaxq
θrpHq
, where λmax “ max
1ďiďrpHq
λi, the sufficient
and necessary condition relaxes to a sufficient condition, i.e.,
E
»–rpHqź
i“1
p1` pλiq
θ
fifl ă 8, Dθ ą 0
ðù E
”
p1` pλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0. (28)
We present a set of sufficient conditions for the light-tailed
capacity and their relationships. The proof is in Appendix E.
Theorem 6. Consider a flat MIMO channel H : Ω Ñ
CNRˆNT with random power fluctuation p : ΩÑ R. We have
the sufficient condition chain for the light-tailed property of
the capacity.
0
1
4 2
5 3
0 :“ E
”
p1` pλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 (29)
1 :“ E
”
p1` pTr rHH˚sq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 (30)
2 :“ E
”
pTr rI ` pHH˚sq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 (31)
3 :“ E
„´
Tr
”
epHH
˚
ı¯θ
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 (32)
4 :“ E
“
eθpλmax
‰
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 (33)
5 :“ E
”
Tr
”
eθpHH
˚
ıı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 (34)
6 :“ E
”
ppλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 (35)
7 :“ E
”
eθpTr rHH
˚s
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 (36)
7Note we have the equivalent conditions 0 ðñ 6 and
4 ðñ 7 . Particularly, letting p “ 1, we obtain the
corresponding sufficient conditions for the deterministic power
fluctuation scenario of arbitrary channel side information.
Remark 17. Particularly, we have
`
Tr
“
eX
‰˘ϑ
ę
Tr
“
eϑX
‰
, Dϑ ą 0, pTr rXsq
ϑ
ę Tr
“
Xϑ
‰
, Dϑ ą 0,
eϑTrrXs ę Tr
“
eϑX
‰
, Dϑ ą 0, where X P Xě0. For example,
X “
„
1 0
0 1

and ϑ “ 2.
Theorem 7. Consider the frequency-selective MIMO channel
with random power fluctuation. If each sub-channel satisfies
any one of the sufficient conditions in Theorem 6, then the
distribution of the overall channel capacity is light-tailed.
Proof. The proof follows that the light-tail property is pre-
served for the sum of random variables.
Remark 18. The channel model HH˚ is the product formu-
lation of the large-scale fading and small-scale fading effects.
Remark 19. The tail property of the capacity is determined by
the product of the random power and the random eigenvalues
of the channel matrix. Thus, it is necessary to investigate
the tail property of the product of two random variables.
It is reasonable to assume independence between these two
random variables, because the channel side information is not
necessarily known at the transmitter. On the other hand, it is
interesting to take into account the dependence for refinement.
2) Tail Distribution of Random Variable Arithmetic: We
study the tail property of the product distribution and sum
distribution of random variables, or the impact of the tail
property of one random variable on the overall product or
sum distribution.
We consider the nonnegative functions, fpxq and gpxq,
and define the asymptotic notations, fpxq “ Opgpxqq ðñ
lim sup
xÑ8
fpxq
gpxq ă 8, fpxq “ Ωpgpxqq ðñ lim infxÑ8
fpxq
gpxq ą 0,
fpxq “ Θpgpxqq ðñ fpxq “ Opgpxqq X fpxq “ Ωpgpxqq,
fpxq “ opgpxqq ðñ lim
xÑ8
fpxq
gpxq “ 0, fpxq “ ωpgpxqq ðñ
lim
xÑ8
fpxq
gpxq “ 8, and fpxq „ gpxq ðñ limxÑ8
fpxq
gpxq “ 1.
We define a class of functions F, @ϕ P F, ϕ : Rě0 Ñ Rě0,
such that lim
xÑ8
ϕpxq “ 8 and lim
xÑ8
ϕpxq
x
“ 0, i.e.,
F “
"
ϕ : Rě0 Ñ Rě0; lim
xÑ8
ϕpxq “ 8, lim
xÑ8
ϕpxq
x
“ 0
*
.
(37)
For example, ϕpxq “ xα, 0 ă α ă 1, or ϕpxq “ logpxq. This
class of functions are useful in decomposing the distribution
function of the product or sum of random variables.
We study the asymptotic behavior of the composition of
the function F and some classes of tail distributions, e.g.,
the light-tail distribution, the regularly varying distribution
F P Rě0, and the long-tail distribution F P L (containing
the subexponential distribution as a subset). We present the
proof of the following results in Appendix F.
Lemma 3. Consider the independent random variables Xi :
ΩÑ Rě0, i P t1, 2u.
1) If F1 P L, i.e., lim
xÑ8
FX1 px´yq
FX1pxq
“ 1, @y ą 0,
then, FX1px´ ϕpxqq „ FX1pxq and FX1
´
log x
ϕpxq
¯
„
FX1plog xq, @ϕ P F. We specify ϕpxq “ x
α, 0 ă α ă 1.
a) If FX1pxq “ Ω
`
x´θ1
˘
, θ1 ą 0, and FX2pxq “ O
`
e´θ2x
˘
,
θ2 ą 0, then, FX2pϕpxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
b) If FX1pxq “ Ω
`
x´θ1
˘
, θ1 ą 0, and FX2pxq “ O
`
x´θ2
˘
,
θ2 ą 0, and αθ2 ą θ1, then, FX2pϕpxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
2) If F1 P R, i.e., FX1pxq “ L1pxqx
´θ1 , where θ1 ě 0, and
lim
xÑ8
L1ptxq
L1pxq
“ 1, @t ą 0, then, FX1px´ ϕpxqq „ FX1pxq,
@θ1 ě 0, and FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
“ ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
, @θ1 ą 0 and
FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
„ FX1pxq for θ1 “ 0, @ϕ P F. We specify
ϕpxq “ xα, 0 ă α ă 1.
a) If FX2pxq “ O
`
e´θ2x
˘
, θ2 ą 0, then, FX2pϕpxqq “
O
`
FX1pxq
˘
. If FX2pxq “ Θ
`
e´θ2x
˘
, θ2 ą 0, then,
FX2pϕpxqq “ o
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
b) If FX2pxq “ O
`
x´θ2
˘
, θ2 ą 0, and αθ2 ą θ1, then,
FX2pϕpxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
. If FX2pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ2
˘
, θ2 ą
0, and αθ2 ą θ1, then, FX2pϕpxqq “ o
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
3) If FX1pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ1
˘
, θ1 ą 0, then, FX1px´ ϕpxqq “
Θ
`
FX1pxq
˘
and FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
“ ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
, @ϕ P F. We
specify ϕpxq “ xα, 0 ă α ă 1.
a) If FX2pxq “ O
`
e´θ2x
˘
, θ2 ą 0, then, FX2pϕpxqq “
O
`
FX1pxq
˘
. If FX2pxq “ Θ
`
e´θ2x
˘
, θ2 ą 0, then,
FX2pϕpxqq “ o
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
b) If FX2pxq “ O
`
x´θ2
˘
, θ2 ą 0, and αθ2 ě θ1, then,
FX2pϕpxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
. If FX2pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ2
˘
, θ2 ą
0, and αθ2 ą θ1, then, FX2pϕpxqq “ o
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
4) If FX1pxq “ Θ
`
e´θ1x
˘
, θ1 ą 0, then, FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
“
ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
and FX1px´ ϕpxqq “ ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
, @ϕ P F.
a) If FX2pxq “ Θ
`
e´θ2x
˘
, θ2 ą 0, then, FX2pϕpxqq “
ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
, @ϕ P F.
b) If FX2pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ2
˘
, θ2 ą 0, then, FX2pϕpxqq “
ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
, @ϕ P F.
Remark 20. It is interesting to notice that, from the light-
tail to the heavy-tail distributions, the tail behaviors go
from FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
“ ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
and FX1px´ ϕpxqq “
ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
to FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
„ FX1pxq and FX1px´ ϕpxqq „
FX1pxq, @ϕ P F. It is impossible that FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
“
o
`
FX1pxq
˘
or FX1px´ ϕpxqq “ o
`
FX1pxq
˘
, because
the complementary cumulative distribution function is non-
increasing.
Remark 21. It is known that [36] the distribution function
F P L if and only if F ˝log P R0, where pf ˝gqpxq “ fpgpxqq.
The distribution function F is regularly varying, i.e., F P Rą0,
if and only if, there exists a positive function, aptq, such that
[10]
lim
tÑ8
F ptxq ´ F ptq
aptq
“
1´ xα
α
, x ą 0. (38)
8These distribution functions have polynomially decaying tail.
Letting αÑ 0, we obtain [10]
lim
tÑ8
F ptxq ´ F ptq
aptq
“ logpxq, x ą 0, (39)
which characterizes a class of super-heavy distribution func-
tions with slowly varying tails R0.
Remark 22. It is interesting to define and study a new tail
behavior, i.e., lim sup
xÑ8
eǫϕpxqF pxq “ 8, @ǫ ą 0, Dϕ P F.
Note the function F pxq is heavy-tailed [40], if and only if
lim sup
xÑ8
eǫxF pxq “ 8, @ǫ ą 0.
We present a necessary condition for the product of random
variables to be light-tailed.
Theorem 8. Consider the independent random variables
Xi : Ω Ñ R, i P t1, . . . , Nu. The necessary condition for the
existence of the moment generating function of the product of
the random variables, X “
śN
i“1Xi, is the existence of the
means of all the random variables, i.e.,
E
“
eθX
‰
ă 8, Dθ ą 0
ùñ ErXis ă 8, @i P t1, . . . , Nu. (40)
Proof. It is easy to show that EX
“
eθX
‰
“
EX1
“
EX2
“
. . .EXN
“
eθX
‰‰‰
ě eθ
śN
i“1 ErXis, where the
equality follows the independence assumption and the
inequality follows the Jensen’s inequality.
Remark 23. The existence of the mean of each random
variables is not a sufficient condition for the existence of the
moment generating function of the product. For example, there
is no moment generating function for the product of standard
normal random variables [41].
We present a sufficient condition on a random variable,
whose product with a fat-tail type random variable remains
a fat-tail type random variable. We present the proof in
Appendix G.
Theorem 9. Consider the independent random variables Xi :
Ω Ñ Rě0, i P t1, . . . , Nu. Suppose FX1pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ
˘
, and
E
“
Xθj
‰
ă 8, @2 ď j ď N , Dθ ą 0. Then, we have
FśN
i“1 Xi
pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ
˘
. (41)
Remark 24. If there exists one and only one random variable,
E
“
Xθj
‰
“ 0, j P t2, 3, . . . , Nu, @θ ą 0, then FśN
i“1 Xi
pxq “
o
`
x´θ
˘
. Letting this random variable be the last one for
multiplication yields the proof.
Remark 25. Since fpxq „ gpxq ùñ fpxq “ Θpgpxqq, if
FX1pxq „ C1x
´θ , DC1 ą 0, and E
“
Xθj
‰
ă 8, @2 ď j ď N ,
Dθ ą 0, then, FśN
i“1 Xi
pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ
˘
.
Remark 26. If FX1pxq „ C1x
´θ , DC1 ą 0, and E
“
Xθj
‰
ă 8,
@2 ď j ď N , Dθ ą 0, then,
FśN
i“1 Xi
pxq „
Nź
j“2
E
“
Xθj
‰
¨ C1x
´θ. (42)
The proof of the case N “ 2 is available in [42] and the proof
of the general case follows by iteration.
We present a sufficient condition on a random variable,
whose product with a fat-tail upper bounded random variable
remains a fat-tail upper bounded random variable. We present
the proof in Appendix H.
Theorem 10. Consider the independent random variables
Xi : Ω Ñ Rě0, i P t1, . . . , Nu. Suppose FX1pxq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
,
Dϕj P F, FXj pϕjpxqq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
, and E
“
Xθj
‰
ă 8,
@2 ď j ď N , Dθ ą 0. Then, we have
FśN
i“1 Xi
pxq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
. (43)
Remark 27. Since limxÑ8
ϕ2pxq
x
“ 0, we have, Dx0 ą 0,
@x ą x0, x ě ϕ2pxq and FX2pxq ď FX2pϕ2pxqq. Thus,
if FX2pϕ2pxqq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
, where limxÑ8 ϕ2pxq “ 8, then
FX2pxq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
.
Remark 28. A related result concerning the sharp approxi-
mation, F pxq „ Cx´θ , where θ ą 0 and C ą 0 is a constant,
is available in [28]. Another reference is [43].
Remark 29. The logarithm transform expression of the ca-
pacity formula indicates that it is sufficient to study the
fpxq “ Opgpxqq approximation rather than the sharper
fpxq „ gpxq approximation, because a light-tailed distribution
of capacity can bear as heavy as fat-tailed distributions of the
random power and the random fade in the logarithm function.
We present the results of the tail upper bounds of the
product and sum of random variables. We present the proof
in Appendix I.
Theorem 11. Consider the independent random variables
Xi : ΩÑ Rě0, i P t1, . . . , Nu.
1) Suppose, Dϕj P F, FXj pϕjpxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
, and
FX1
´
x
ϕjpxq
¯
“ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
, @2 ď j ď N . Then, we have
FśN
i“1 Xi
pxq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
. (44)
2) Suppose, Dϕj P F, FXj pϕjpxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
, and
FX1px´ ϕjpxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
, @2 ď j ď N . Then, we
have
FřN
i“1 Xi
pxq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
. (45)
Remark 30. Since limxÑ8
ϕ2pxq
x
“ 0, we have, Dx0 ą 0,
@x ą x0, x ě ϕ2pxq and FX2pxq ď FX2pϕ2pxqq. Thus, if
FX2pϕ2pxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
, where limxÑ8 ϕ2pxq “ 8, then
FX2pxq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
We present a further result, which indicates that the tail
behavior of the random variables product can not be effectively
transformed from heavy to light, by the product or sum
with other random variables, when there is a slowly varying
distribution in the product or a regularly varying distribution
in the sum. We present the proof in Appendix J.
Theorem 12. Consider the independent random variables
Xi : ΩÑ Rě0, i P t1, . . . , Nu.
91) Suppose, Dϕj P F, FXj pϕjpxqq “ o
`
FX1pxq
˘
, F1 P R0,
i.e., FX1ptxq „ FX1pxq, @t ą 0, @2 ď j ď N . Then, we have
FśN
i“1 Xi
pxq „ FX1pxq. (46)
2) Suppose, Dϕj P F, FXj pϕjpxqq “ o
`
FX1pxq
˘
, and FX1 P
L, i.e., FX1px´ tq „ FX1pxq, @t ą 0, @2 ď j ď N . Then,
we have
FřN
i“1 Xi
pxq „ FX1pxq. (47)
Remark 31. According to Lemma 3, the situation for the prod-
uct of random variables appears for slowly varying distribu-
tions F1 P R0, and Fjpxq “ Θ
`
x´θj
˘
or Fjpxq “ Θ
`
e´θjx
˘
,
θj ą 0, j P t2, . . . , Nu; and the situation for the sum of
random variables appears for regularly varying distributions
F1 P Rě0, and Fjpxq “ Θ
`
x´θj
˘
or Fjpxq “ Θ
`
e´θjx
˘
,
θj ą 0, j P t2, . . . , Nu.
Remark 32. It is interesting to study the possibility of trans-
forming the tail heaviness of a random variable from heavy
to light through some functions with other random variables,
e.g., for some special cases.
Remark 33. The asymptotic behavior of the right tail of
the sum of the random variables can be insensible to both
positive and negative dependence [44] [45] [46] [47] [48],
while the asymptotic behavior of the left tail can be connected
with the dependence structures [33] [49]. In addition, there
are scenarios, where the right tail of the sum distribution is
sensitive to the dependence structures [44].
Remark 34. The tail behavior of the product distribution is
more complicated. For example, it is shown that the product
distribution of two independent random variables with expo-
nential distributions is subexponential [29] [50]. Particularly,
the dependence between the random variables are crucial
for the tail behavior of the product distribution [19] [51]
[18], e.g., the dependence can either decrease or increase the
product distribution tail heaviness compared to the indepen-
dence scenario [19] [20]. In addition, the tail of the product
distribution with dependence can be asymptotically bounded
above and below by the tail of a dominating random variable
[17] [18] or can be asymptotically bounded above and below
by the tail with assumption of independence [19] [20].
Remark 35. It is interesting to investigate the extreme in-
fluence of the dependence among the random parameters in
the wireless channel capacity on the tail behavior of the
marginal distribution of the capacity, e.g., whether or not the
dependence between two light-tailed or heavy-tailed random
variables can cause a super-heavy tail of the product or
sum distribution. For example, considering the comonotonic
random variables with identical distributions [52], Xi „ X ,
1 ď i ď N , we have F ř
1ďiďN
Xipxq “ FXpx{Nq and
F ś
1ďiďN
Xipxq “ FX
`
x1{N
˘
, compared to the distribution
FXpxq, the sum distribution FXpx{Nq is scale invariant for
Pareto Type I distribution and asymptotically scale invariant
for regular varying distributions, and the product distribution
FX
`
x1{N
˘
has a smaller tail index for Pareto Type I distri-
bution.
III. DEPENDENCE TRANSFORM
We provide the dependence manipulation techniques for
both the spatial dependence and temporal dependence of a
stochastic process. The manipulation of the spatial dependence
means the dependence manipulation of the random parameters
of the stochastic process at some time epochs, while the ma-
nipulation of the temporal dependence means the manipulation
of some random parameters on the time line. Primary results
of temporal dependence manipulation are shown in [2].
We define the unconditionally increasingly functions
FUI “ tf : R
n Ñ R; fpxi|txzxiuq is increasing at xi,
@x P Rn,@1 ď i ď nu, (48)
and if the function f is strictly increasing, we denote f P
FUSI . We define the unconditionally increasingly affine func-
tions
FUIA “ tf : R
n Ñ R; fpxi|txzxiuq is affine function of xi,
and is increasing at xi,@x P R
n,@1 ď i ď nu, (49)
and if the function f is strictly increasing, we denote f P
FUSIA. These function classes are sufficiently general in some
scenarios, e.g., the wireless channel capacity process.
A. Identical Marginals
We present a sufficient condition that the composition of a
supermodular function with some multivariate functions is a
supermodular function.
Lemma 4. Let ft : R
n Ñ R, @t ě 1. If g : Rt Ñ R is
supermodular, g1 :“ gpf1, . . . , ftq : R
tˆn Ñ R, and
gppf1px1q, . . . , ftpxtqq ^ pf1py1q, . . . , ftpytqqq
` gppf1px1q, . . . , ftpxtqq _ pf1py1q, . . . , ftpytqqq
“ g1ppx1, . . . ,xtq ^ py1, . . . ,ytqq
` g1ppx1, . . . ,xtq _ py1, . . . ,ytqq, (50)
then g1 is supermodular.
Proof. Considering
gppf1px1q, . . . , ftpxtqq ^ pf1py1q, . . . , ftpytqqq
` gppf1px1q, . . . , ftpxtqq _ pf1py1q, . . . , ftpytqqq
ě g1px1, . . . ,xtq ` g
1py1, . . . ,ytq, (51)
the proof follows directly.
Remark 36. The implicit function theorem [53] [54] gives a
sufficient condition on the functions for the existence of their
inverse in general.
We investigate the scenario, where the multidimensional
process is temporally independent and spatially dependent.
Theorem 13. Assume the random parameters are spatially
dependent and temporally independent. Assume ft : R
n Ñ R,
ftpxtq ˛ ftpytq “ ftpxtˆ˛ytq, @xt,yt P R
n, @t ě 0, (52)
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where ˛, ˆ˛ P t^,_u preserves one of the following three
relations for all t ě 0: ˛ “ ˆ˛, t˛ “ ^|ˆ˛ “ _u, and
t˛ “ _|ˆ˛ “ ^u.
If, for any 1 ď j ď t,`
X1j , X
2
j , . . . , X
n
j
˘
ďsm
´ rX1j , rX2j , . . . , rXnj ¯ , (53)
and
`
X1j , . . . , X
n
j
˘
and
´ rX1j , . . . , rXnj ¯, and `X1k , . . . , Xnk ˘
are independent for all j ‰ k, then
pX1, X2, . . . , Xtq ďsm
´
X1, X2, . . . , rXj, . . . , Xt¯ , (54)
where Xi “ fi
`
X1i , . . . , X
n
i
˘
, @1 ď i ď t, and rXj “
fj
´ rX1j , . . . , rXnj ¯, 1 ď j ď t.
If`
X1j , X
2
j , . . . , X
n
j
˘
ďsm
´ rX1j , rX2j , . . . , rXnj ¯ , @1 ď j ď t,
(55)
and
`
X1j , . . . , X
n
j
˘
and
`
X1k , . . . , X
n
k
˘
are independent for all
j ‰ k, so are
´ rX1j , . . . , rXnj ¯ and ´ rX1k , . . . , rXnk ¯, then´ rX1, . . . , rXk, Xk`1, . . . , Xt¯
ďsm
´ rX1, . . . , rXj , Xj`1, . . . , Xt¯ , @1 ď k ď j ď t, (56)
where Xj “ fj
`
X1j , . . . , X
n
j
˘
and rXj “ fj´ rX1j , . . . , rXnj ¯,
@1 ď j ď t.
Proof. Considering the temporal independence assump-
tion and the conjunction property of supermodular or-
der [25], we have
`
X11 , . . . , X
n
1 , . . . , X
1
t , . . . , X
n
t
˘
ďsm´
X11 , . . . , X
n
1 , . . . ,
rX1j , . . . , rXnj , . . . , X1t , . . . , Xnt ¯.
Letting g : Rt Ñ R be supermodular and denote
g1 :“ gpf1, . . . , ftq : R
tˆn Ñ R, we have g1 is
supermodular, which follows Lemma 4. Thus, it directly
implies
`
f1
`
X11 , . . . , X
n
1
˘
, . . . , ft
`
X1t , . . . , X
n
t
˘˘
ďsm´
f1
`
X11 , . . . , X
n
1
˘
, . . . , fj
´ rX1j , . . . , rXnj ¯, . . . , ft`X1t , . . . , Xnt ˘¯.
The proof of the other result follows the reflexivity and
transitivity property of supermodular order [26].
Remark 37. The results indicate that the spatial dependence
of the random parameters also influences the dependence of
the stochastic process and more manipulations of the spatial
dependence has more strength to transform the dependence of
the stochastic process.
Remark 38. It is interesting to investigate the relationship
between the requirement of the functional and the spatial
dependence of the random parameters. An example is the
comonotonicity dependence structure with identical marginal
distribution, i.e., the random parameters are equal almost
surely, thus the requirement of the function reduces to the sce-
nario of the requirement of the univariate functional scenario,
i.e., decreasing or increasing for each variate on the function
domain.
We present a result without specification on the spatial and
temporal dependence. Note the relaxation of the specification
on dependence is replaced by the additional conditions on the
functionals.
Theorem 14. Assume ft : R
n Ñ R and ft
`
Xit |Z
i
t “ z
i
t
˘
are
all increasing or all decreasing at each component of Xi “`
X i1, . . . , X
i
t
˘
, for any zit “
`
x1t , . . . , x
i´1
t , x
i`1
t , . . . , x
n
t
˘
in the support of Zit “
`
X1t , . . . , X
i´1
t , X
i`1
t , . . . , X
n
t
˘
,
@1 ď i ď n, @t ě 1. Denote zi “
 
zi1, . . . , z
i
t
(
,
Zi “
 
Zi1, . . . ,Z
i
t
(
, and
`
Xi|Zi
˘
ďsm
´ĂXi|Zi¯ ðñ`
Xi|Zi “ zi
˘
ďsm
´ĂXi|Zi “ zi¯, @zi P Zi.
If, for any 1 ď i ď n,`
X i1, X
i
2, . . . , X
i
t |Z
i
˘
ďsm
´ rX i1, rX i2, . . . , rX it |Zi¯ , (57)
then
pX1, X2, . . . , Xtq ďsm
´ rX1, rX2, . . . , rXt¯ , (58)
where rXj “ fjpX1j , . . . , X i´1j , rX ij , X i`1j , . . . , Xnj q, @1 ď
j ď t.
If, @1 ď j ď i,´
X
j
1 , X
j
2 , . . . , X
j
t |Z
j
¯
ďsm
´ rXj1 , rXj2 , . . . , rXjt |Zj¯ , (59)
then ĂXkt ďsm ĂXjt , @0 ď k ď j ď i, (60)
with rX ltm “ fmp rX1m, . . . , rX lm, X l`1m , . . . , Xnmq, 1 ď m ď t,
and ĂX lt “ p rX lt1 , . . . , rX lttq, l P tk, ju.
Proof. The proof follows analogically to the proof of the
independence scenario [2], by using the conditional proba-
bility.
Remark 39. The stochastic orders pX|Z “ zq ďsm
pY |Z “ zq and EpX|Zq ďsm EpY |Zq correspond to the
conditional supermodular order in the sense of the uniform
conditional ordering [55] [56]. On the one hand, the con-
ditional formulation influences the stochastic ordering of the
probability measures, moreover, it influences the property of
the functions of the random variables, e.g., the monotonicity.
Remark 40. There is an implicit condition that the spatial
dependence must not influence the temporal dependence or-
dering, or the temporal dependence ordering is conditional on
the spatial dependence. Specifically, if spatial independence is
assumed, the conditional event disappears. On the other hand,
it is interesting to investigate what type of spatial dependence
sufficiently imply the conditional ordering.
Remark 41. It is interesting to investigate the conditional
probability and conditional stochastic order expression of the
spatial dependence manipulation scenario, e.g., Theorem 13.
Remark 42. As an example of conditional probability, the
function of two random variables fpX,Y q, the independence
assumption implies ErfpX,Y qs “ EXEY rfpX,Y qs, while
the absence of independence implies that ErfpX,Y qs “
EXEY |X“xrfpX,Y q|X “ xs.
Remark 43. An an example of conditional monotonicity of
functions, let fpx, yq “ xy , x ą 0, then fpx, y|y ą 0q
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is increasing at x, fpx, y|y ă 0q is decreasing at x, and
fpx, y|y “ 0q “ 1 is constant.
Corollary 1. The results in Theorem 14 and the corresponding
results without conditional probability extend to the increasing
supermodular order ďism and the symmetric supermodular
order ďsymsm.
Proof. The proof follows the proof of Theorem 14, by con-
sidering that a composition of an increasing (or symmetric)
supermodular function with coordinatewise functions, which
are all increasing or are all decreasing, is an increasing
(or symmetric) supermodular function, and that the integral
stochastic orders are closed under mixture [26] [57].
B. Different Marginals
We present a result about the manipulation of stochastic
process based on the marginals.
Theorem 15. Assume the random parameters are spa-
tially independent and temporally dependent. If, for any
1 ď i ď n,
`
X i1, X
i
2, . . . , X
i
t
˘
ďdcx
´ rX i1, rX i2, . . . , rX it¯ ,
fj
`
X1j . . . , X
n
j
˘
P FUSIA, @1 ď j ď t, and
`
X i1, X
i
2, . . . , X
i
t
˘
and
´ rX i1, rX i2, . . . , rX it¯ have the common conditionally in-
creasing copula Cit
`
ui1, . . . , u
i
t
˘
, then
pX1, X2, . . . , Xtq ďdcx
´ rX1, rX2, . . . , rXt¯ , (61)
where rXj “ fjpX1j , . . . , X i´1j , rX ij, X i`1j , . . . , Xnj q, @1 ď
j ď t, and
tÿ
j“1
αjXj ďcx
tÿ
j“1
αj rXj . (62)
where αj P Rě0, @1 ď j ď t.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we consider the first vari-
ate. We have
`
X11 , . . . , X
1
t
˘
ďdcx
´ rX11 , . . . , rX1t ¯ ùñ
X1j ďcx
rX1j , @1 ď j ď t. Considering that the composition
g ˝ f of a convex function g and an affine function f is
a convex function [58], we have fj
`
X1j , x
2
j , . . . , x
n
j
˘
ďcx
fj
´ rX1j , x2j , . . . , xnj ¯, @`x2j , . . . , xnj ˘ P `X2j , . . . , Xnj ˘, @1 ď
j ď t.
Since the functional tfju1ďjďt is unconditionally increas-
ing, the copula of the sequence,
 
fj
`
X1j , x
2
j , . . . , x
n
j
˘(
1ďjďt
,
equals the copula of the sequence
 
X1j
(
1ďjďt
. Thus, we
obtain
`
f1
`
X11 , x
2
1, . . . , x
n
1
˘
, . . . , ft
`
X1t , x
2
t , . . . , x
n
t
˘˘
ďdcx´
f1
´ rX11 , x21, . . . , xn1¯, . . . , ft´ rX1t , x2t , . . . , xnt ¯¯,
@
`
x2j , . . . , x
n
j
˘
P
`
X2j , . . . , X
n
j
˘
, @1 ď j ď t. This
conditional case follows the proof of the one dimensional
result in [59]. By taking the expectation, we obtain
pX1, X2, . . . , Xtq ďdcx
´ rX1, rX2, . . . , rXt¯, which further
implies the convex order of the weighted sum [59].
Remark 44. It is interesting to consider the copula construc-
tion of the functional sequence based on the copulas of each
sub-sequence, especially for some special cases, e.g., without
Granger causality .
Remark 45. The invariance of copula under strictly in-
creasing transformation of random variables requires that the
functionals are strictly increasing.
Remark 46. This result is extensible to any functions
fj
`
X1j . . . , X
n
j
˘
P F, @1 ď j ď t, which are componentwisely
and strictly increasing and preserves the convexity under the
composition g ˝ fj
`
X ij|
 
xjzx
i
j
(˘
, @1 ď i ď n, with a convex
function g : RÑ R.
Remark 47. The manipulation of marginal distributions is
more complicated in the sense that there is a more involved
requirement on the functionals.
We present the result of the strength of the marginal
distribution manipulation.
Theorem 16. Assume the random parameters are spa-
tially independent and temporally dependent. If, for all
1 ď i ď n,
`
X i1, X
i
2, . . . , X
i
t
˘
ďdcx
´ rX i1, rX i2, . . . , rX it¯,
fj
`
X1j . . . , X
n
j
˘
P FUSIA, @1 ď j ď t, and
`
X i1, X
i
2, . . . , X
i
t
˘
and
´ rX i1, rX i2, . . . , rX it¯ have the common conditionally in-
creasing copula Cit
`
ui1, . . . , u
i
t
˘
, thenĂXkt ďdcx ĂXk1t , @0 ď k ď k1 ď n, (63)
with rX ltm “ fmp rX1m, . . . , rX lm, X l`1m , . . . , Xnmq, 1 ď m ď t,
and ĂX lt “ p rX lt1 , . . . , rX lttq, l P tk, k1u, and
tÿ
j“1
αjX
k
j ďcx
tÿ
j“1
αj rXk1j . (64)
where αj P Rě0, @1 ď j ď t.
Proof. The proof follows the proof of Theorem 15 and the
transitivity of the directionally convex order.
Remark 48. The results show that the manipulation of the
marginal distributions of one dimension is able to transform
the distribution ordering properties of the overall stochastic
process, the more dimensions the more manipulation strength.
In addition, the marginal distribution manipulation is feasible
only for positive dependence, while the dependence structure
manipulation has no dependence bias.
Remark 49. The results have a dependence control utility.
On the one hand, it means that the negative dependence
endows the advantage of reducing the power or capacity cost
while attaining a higher performance, which is a physical
perspective, on the other hand, it means that the advantage
of negative dependence maps to the property of the negative
dependence and the convex order, which is a mathematical
perspective. Thus, the mathematical property corresponds to
a physical resource, which can be taken advantage of and ex-
ploited. In addition, it indicates that the marginal distribution
manipulation is invalid for negative dependence and should
be avoided in practice.
Corollary 2. The results in Theorem 15 and Theorem 16
extend to the increasing directionally convex order ďidcx of
the random vectors and the corresponding increasing convex
order ďicx of the weighted partial sums.
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Proof. The proof follows the proofs of Theorem 15 and
Theorem 16, and the result that the composition of an increas-
ing convex function and an increasing affine function is an
increasing convex function [25], and the result that [60], letting
X and Y be random vectors with a common conditionally
increasing copula and assuming that Xi ďicx Yi, @i, then
X ďidcx Y .
Corollary 3. Assume the random parameters are spatially
dependent and temporally independent. If fj
`
X1j . . . , X
n
j
˘
,
@1 ď j ď t, are increasing and directionally convex, and`
X1j , X
2
j , . . . , X
n
j
˘
ďidcx
´ rX1j , rX2j , . . . , rXnj ¯ , @1 ď j ď t,
then the same results hold as in Theorem 13, but in the sense
of the increasing and directionally convex order ďidcx.
Proof. Note the composition of an increasing and convex
function g : R Ñ R and an increasing and directionally
convex function f : Rn Ñ R is an increasing and directionally
convex function g ˝ f [25]. Then, the proof follows that the
increasing and convex order of each elements implies the
increasing and directionally convex order of the random vector
with independent elements.
Remark 50. It is interesting to extend the temporal and
spatial manipulation results to the conditional (increasing)
directionally convex order.
Assuming independence among the random vectors, we
present the directionally convex order result for random sums,
which are not necessarily independent.
Theorem 17. Let Xj “ pXj,1, . . . , Xj,mq and Yj “
pYj,1, . . . , Yj,mq, j “ 1, 2, . . ., be two sequences of non-
negative random vectors with independence among com-
ponents, and let M “ pM1,M2, . . . ,Mmq and N “
pN1, N2, . . . , Nmq be two vectors of non-negative integer-
valued random variables. Assume that both M and N are in-
dependent of theXj’s and Yj’s. Assume thatXj,i ďcx Xj`1,i,
@1 ď i ď m, @j ě 1.
If M ďdcx N , then˜
M1ÿ
j“1
Xj,1, . . . ,
Mmÿ
j“1
Xj,m
¸
ďdcx
˜
N1ÿ
j“1
Xj,1, . . . ,
Nmÿ
j“1
Xj,m
¸
.
If Xj ďdcx Yj , @j, then˜
N1ÿ
j“1
Xj,1, . . . ,
Nmÿ
j“1
Xj,m
¸
ďdcx
˜
N1ÿ
j“1
Yj,1, . . . ,
Nmÿ
j“1
Yj,m
¸
.
If M ďdcx N and Xj ďdcx Yj , @j, then˜
M1ÿ
j“1
Xj,1, . . . ,
Mmÿ
j“1
Xj,m
¸
ďdcx
˜
N1ÿ
j“1
Yj,1, . . . ,
Nmÿ
j“1
Yj,m
¸
.
Proof. The first result is available in [61] [25]. For the second
result, Xj ďdcx Yj ùñ Xj,i ďcx Yj,i, @1 ď i ď m,
the independence assumption implies that the convex order
is closed under convolutions [25], i.e.,
řni
j“1Xj,i ďcxřni
j“1 Yj,i, @1 ď i ď m, furthermore, it implies
E
”
φ
´řN1
j“1Xj,1, . . . ,
řNm
j“1Xj,m
¯
|N “ pn1, . . . , nmq
ı
ď
E
”
φ
´řN1
j“1 Yj,1, . . . ,
řNm
j“1 Yj,m
¯
|N “ pn1, . . . , nmq
ı
,
where φ is directionally convex. By integrating for
expectation, we obtain the final result. The third result
follows the transitivity of the directionally convex order.
Corollary 4. With proper revisions, the results in Theorem
17 extend to the increasing directionally convex order ďidcx
and (increasing) componentwise convex order (ďiccx) ďccx.
Specifically, the corresponding revisions are Xj,i ďicx pďcx
,ďicxqXj`1,i, M ďidcx pďccx,ďiccxqN , and Xj ďidcx
pďccx,ďiccxqYj .
Proof. The proof follows the properties of each stochastic
orders and preliminary results in [61] [25].
Remark 51. It is interesting to notice the fact that: Let X “
pX1, . . . , Xmq be a set of independent random variables and
let Y “ pY1, . . . , Ymq be another set of independent random
variables, then, X ďdcx pďidcxqY ðñ Xi ďcx pďicx
qYi, @1 ď i ď m ðñ X ďccx pďiccxqY .
We study the ordering property of the partial sums under
the ordering condition of the sequences.
Theorem 18. For the stochastic process, if
pXt1 , . . . , Xtkq ďidcx
´ rXt1 , . . . , rXtk¯, @t1, . . . , tk P N,
@k P N, then, we have˜ ÿ
j1PT1
Xj1 , . . . ,
ÿ
jkPTk
Xjk
¸
ďidcx
˜ ÿ
j1PT1
rXj1 , . . . , ÿ
jkPTk
rXjk
¸
,
(65)
for any disjoint subsets T1, . . . , Tk P N.
Proof. The proof follows that, if f : Rm Ñ Rk is increasing
and directionally convex and g : Rn Ñ Rm is increasing and
directionally convex, then the composition f ˝ g is increasing
and directionally convex [25].
Remark 52. An alternative approach is to treat the functional
stochastic process as a random field on Nn ˆ R, then the
comparison result directly follows the comparison result of
random field in [62] [25].
Remark 53. The result indicates that the ďidcx ordering of
the instantaneous values implies the ďidcx ordering of the
accumulated values.
Remark 54. It is interesting to study the corresponding
property of the supermodular order or the counter examples.
Since the usual stochastic order has a direct indication on the
mean values, i.e.,X ďst Y ùñ EX ď EY ùñ
ř
EXi ďř
EYi, Xi P X, Yi P Y , it is interesting to consider the
dependence manipulation with respect to the usual stochastic
order when the mean value is the objective measure.
Theorem 19. Assume the random parameters are spatially
independent and temporally dependent. If fj
`
X1j . . . , X
n
j
˘
,
@1 ď j ď t, are increasing, and
`
X i1, X
i
2, . . . , X
i
t
˘
ďst´ rX i1, rX i2, . . . , rX it¯ , @1 ď i ď n, then
pX1, X2, . . . , Xtq ďst
´ rX1, rX2, . . . , rXt¯ , (66)
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where rXj “ fjpX1j , . . . , X i´1j , rX ij, X i`1j , . . . , Xnj q, @1 ď
j ď t, for any 1 ď i ď n; andĂXkt ďst ĂXk1t , @0 ď k ď k1 ď n, (67)
where rX ltm “ fmp rX1m, . . . , rX lm, X l`1m , . . . , Xnmq, 1 ď m ď t,
and ĂX lt “ p rX lt1 , . . . , rX lttq, l P tk, k1u.
Proof. The spatial independence implies the conjunction`
X1, . . . ,Xi, . . . ,Xn
˘
ďst
´
X1, . . . ,ĂXi, . . . ,Xn¯, where
Xi “
`
X i1, X
i
2, . . . , X
i
t
˘
, then the first result directly follows
the closure property of the usual stochastic order [25]. The
second result follows the transitivity of the usual stochastic
order.
Remark 55. Particularly, if
`
X i1, X
i
2, . . . , X
i
t
˘
and´ rX i1, rX i2, . . . , rX it¯ have the common copula Cit`ui1, . . . , uit˘,
the order condition
`
X i1, X
i
2, . . . , X
i
t
˘
ďst
´ rX i1, rX i2, . . . , rX it¯
can be replaced by X ij ďst
rX ij , @1 ď j ď t. This result is
available in [25, p. 272].
Corollary 5. Assume the random parameters are spatially
dependent and temporally independent. If fj
`
X1j . . . , X
n
j
˘
,
@1 ď j ď t, are increasing, and
`
X1j , X
2
j , . . . , X
n
j
˘
ďst´ rX1j , rX2j , . . . , rXnj ¯ , @1 ď j ď t, then the same results hold
as in Theorem 13, but in the sense of the usual stochastic
order ďst.
Proof. The results follow the closure property and transitivity
of the usual stochastic order [25].
Remark 56. It is interesting to extend the results to the sce-
nario without spatial and temporal dependence specification
and express the results in terms of the conditional probability
and conditional stochastic order as in Theorem 14.
We have the following results of the random sums with
respect to the usual stochastic order.
Remark 57. Let Xj “ pXj,1, . . . , Xj,mq and Yj “
pYj,1, . . . , Yj,mq, j “ 1, 2, . . ., be two sequences of non-
negative random vectors, and let M “ pM1,M2, . . . ,Mmq
and N “ pN1, N2, . . . , Nmq be two vectors of non-negative
integer-valued random variables. Assume that both M and N
are independent of the Xj’s and Yj’s.
If tXj, j P Nu ďst tYj , j P Nu and M ďst N , then˜
M1ÿ
j“1
Xj,1, . . . ,
Mmÿ
j“1
Xj,m
¸
ďst
˜
N1ÿ
j“1
Yj,1, . . . ,
Nmÿ
j“1
Yj,m
¸
.
This result is available in [25]. Specifically, the proof follows
the transitivity of the following results,˜
M1ÿ
j“1
Xj,1, . . . ,
Mmÿ
j“1
Xj,m
¸
ďst
˜
N1ÿ
j“1
Xj,1, . . . ,
Nmÿ
j“1
Xj,m
¸
,
which is provided in [61], and˜
N1ÿ
j“1
Xj,1, . . . ,
Nmÿ
j“1
Xj,m
¸
ďst
˜
N1ÿ
j“1
Yj,1, . . . ,
Nmÿ
j“1
Yj,m
¸
,
which follows the closure property of the usual stochastic
order, by conditioning on pN1, . . . , Nmq “ pn1, . . . , nmq and
integrating for expectation.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper provides an extreme value perspective on the
wireless channel gain and the wireless channel capacity.
Specifically, the theoretical results reason why the typical
statistical distributions are useful for wireless channel mod-
eling in terms of the tail behavior, i.e., why the Rayleigh,
Rice, and Nakagami distributions can model the small-scale
fading and why the Lognormal distribution can model the
large-scale fading. We highlight that the passive nature of the
wireless propagation environment results in that the wireless
channel gain has finite moments in the stochastic channel
models. Considering the power constraints in the wireless
communication system, we show that the light-tailed behavior
is an intrinsic property of the wireless channel capacity.
As a hypothesis, the capacity is possible to be heavy-
tailed in theory. Considering a generalized channel scenario,
the capacity formula may include many random parameters,
specifically, if a random parameter has a heavy or super-
heavy tail and occurs as sum or product with other random
parameters in the capacity formula, e.g., the compound ca-
pacity as sum of sub-capacities, then this random parameter
may dominate the tail behavior and result in a heavy-tailed
capacity distribution. Thus, it is interesting to investigate the
empirical tail behavior of the wireless channel capacity in the
real wireless systems or wireless networks, e.g., the multi-user
scenario of multiple access channel and broadcast channel.
Moreover, it is interesting to take into account the tail behavior
of the noise process.
In addition, this paper studies the dependence transforma-
bility with respect to both the marginal distributions and
the dependence structures. The results with respect to the
directionally convex order rely on the strictly increasing affine
functions in the proof, it is interesting to extend the results
to more general function spaces. It is interesting to note that
the marginal manipulation has a dependence bias, i.e., it has
an effective effect with respect to positive dependence rather
than negative dependence. This property indicates that the
dependence is a tradable resource in the physical world and it
sheds light on the development of new wireless technologies to
trade off the dependence resource and other resources, e.g., ex-
changing dependence for transmission power. By analogy with
power allocation, it is interesting to define new dependence
measures and study the mechanism of dependence allocation.
APPENDIX A
PROOF OF LEMMA 1
1) Considering the structure of the capacity formula, c “
a log2p1 ` bλmaxq, we have F cpxq “ O
`
e´θx
˘
ðñ
Fλmaxpxq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
ðñ FTr rHH˚spxq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
.
The first relationship follows the transform of random vari-
ables, i.e., F cpxq “ O
`
e´θc
˘
ðñ Fλmaxpxq “
O
`
p1 ` bxq´θ
˘
, p1 ` bxq´θ „ pbxq´θ , and Fλmaxpxq “
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O
`
x´θ
˘
ðñ Fλmaxpxq “ O
`
pbxq´θ
˘
. The sec-
ond relationship follows that λmax ď Tr rHH
˚s ùñ
Fλmaxpxq ď FTr rHH˚spxq, thus, FTr rHH˚spxq “
O
`
x´θ
˘
ùñ Fλmaxpxq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
; and rpHqλmax ě
Tr rHH˚s ùñ F rpHqλmaxpxq ě FTr rHH˚spxq, thus,
Fλmaxpxq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
ùñ FTr rHH˚spxq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
.
2) First, we have the inequality, E
”
p1`∆λmaxq
θ
ı
ď p1 `
∆qθE
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
, which implies that E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă
8, Dθ ą 0 ùñ E
”
p1`∆λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, because
p1 ` ∆qθ ă 8. Second, for 0 ă ∆ ă 1, letting ∆ ě 1
m
,
m P N, we have mθE
”
p1`∆λmaxq
θ
ı
ě E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
,
which implies that E
”
p1`∆λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 ùñ
E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, because mθ ă 8; for ∆ ě 1,
it is trivial.
Since pλmaxq
θ ď p1` λmaxq
θ
, we have E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă
8, Dθ ą 0 ùñ E
”
pλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0. According
to Ho¨lder’s inequality, ErXrs ď pErXssq
r{s
, 0 ă r ă s,
X P Rě0, which implies that ErX
ss ă 8 ùñ ErXrs ă 8.
Specifically, we have E
”
pλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 1 ùñ
E
”
pλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, @0 ă θ ď 1. Suppose E
”
pλmaxq
θ
ı
ă
8, D0 ă θ ď 1, we have Fλmaxpxq “ o
`
x´θ
˘
andş8
0
Fλmaxpxqx
θ´1dx ă 8, since x´θ „ p1 ` xq´θ and
xθ´1 ě p1`xqθ´1, we further have Fλmaxpxq “ o
`
p1` xq´θ
˘
and
ş8
0
Fλmaxpxqp1 ` xq
θ´1dx ă 8, which corresponds to
E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8. Thus, E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, D0 ă
θ ď 1 ðù E
”
pλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, D0 ă θ ď 1. In all, we
obtain E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0 ðñ E
”
pλmaxq
θ
ı
ă
8, Dθ ą 0.
If Erλmaxs “ 8, according to Jensen’s inequality,
E
”
pλmaxq
θ
ı
ě pErλmaxsq
θ
“ 8, @θ ě 1, which implies
that E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
“ 8, @θ ě 1, because E
”
pλmaxq
θ
ı
ď
E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
.
3) Considering that the matrixHH˚ P Xě0, we have λmax ď
Tr rHH˚s and Tr rHH˚s ď rpHqλmax. Then, the proof
follows.
APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 1
First, consider the scenario with channel side information
only at the receiver. We denote ρ :“ P
N0W
. On the one hand,
we have an upper bound of the capacity
c “W
ÿrpHq
i“1
log2
ˆ
1`
ρ
NT
λi
˙
(68)
ďWrpHq log2
ˆ
1`
ρ
NT
λmax
˙
, (69)
where rpHq is the rank of matrix H , λi is the eigenvalue
of the matrix HH˚, and the equality follows the eigenvalue
expression of the capacity.
Second, consider the scenario with full channel side infor-
mation. The capacity is upper bounded by
c “W maxřrpHq
i“1 γi“NT
ÿrpHq
i“1
log2
ˆ
1`
ργi
NT
λi
˙
(70)
ďWrpHq log2
ˆ
1`
ρ
NT
γmaxλi
˙
(71)
ďWrpHq log2 p1` ρλmaxq. (72)
It is easy to show that E
“
eθc
‰
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, entails
E
”
p1` ρλmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0.
APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
If the channel side information is unknown to the transmit-
ter, then [22]
c “
W
N
Nÿ
i“1
log2 det
ˆ
INR `
ρ
NT
HiH
˚
i
˙
. (73)
Since the light-tailed property is preserved under the sum
operation, if the capacity distribution of each sub-channel is
light-tailed, so is the total capacity distribution.
If the channel side information is known to the transmitter,
then [22]
c “
W
N
maxřrpHq
i“1 γi“NTN
rpHqÿ
i“1
log2
ˆ
1`
ργi
NT
λi
`
HH
˚
˘˙
(74)
ď
W
N
rpHqÿ
i“1
log2
ˆ
1`
ργmax
NT
λi
`
HH
˚
˘˙
(75)
ď
W
N
rpHq log2
`
1` ρNλmax
`
HH
˚
˘˘
. (76)
Particularly, we have λmax “ max
`
λ1max, . . . , λ
N
max
˘
, which
implies the equivalent expression of the condition.
APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 3
For the flat channel without channel side information at the
transmitter, the capacity is expressed as [22]
c “W log2 det
ˆ
INR `
ρ
NT
HH˚
˙
(77)
“W log2 det
ˆ
INR `
ρ
NT
Λ
˙
(78)
“W
ÿrpHq
i“1
log2
ˆ
1`
ρ
NT
λi
˙
, (79)
where HH˚ “ QΛQ˚ and QQ˚ “ I, the second equality
follows detpIm `ABq “ detpIn `BAq for A P C
mˆn and
B P Cnˆm, and the third equality is an equivalent expression.
The proof follows the light-tailed distribution
definition, i.e., E
„
e
θW log
2
det
´
INR
` ρ
NT
Λ
¯
ă 8,
Dθ ą 0. Specifically, considering finite rank matrix,
we have, for ∆ ě 1, ∆rpHqθE
”śrpHq
i“1 p1` λiq
θ
ı
ě
E
”śrpHq
i“1 p1`∆λiq
θ
ı
ě E
”śrpHq
i“1 p1` λiq
θ
ı
; and
15
for 0 ă ∆ ď 1, ∆rpHqθE
”śrpHq
i“1 p1` λiq
θ
ı
ď
E
”śrpHq
i“1 p1`∆λiq
θ
ı
ď E
”śrpHq
i“1 p1` λiq
θ
ı
. Thus,
we have the following equivalent expressions
E
»–rpHqź
i“1
p1`∆λiq
θ
fifl ă 8, 0 ă ∆ ă 8, Dθ ą 0
ðñ E
»–rpHqź
i“1
p1` λiq
θ
fifl ă 8, Dθ ą 0. (80)
This completes the proof.
APPENDIX E
PROOF OF THEOREM 6
We present the proof of the deterministic power scenario,
and the extension to the random power scenario is to replace
the matrix HH˚ with the scalar multiplication pHH˚ of the
random variable p and the random matrix HH˚.
We have a sufficient condition for the light-tailed property,
i.e., E
”
p1` λmaxq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, which can be relaxed to
be E
”
p1` Tr rHH˚sq
θ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, which is equivalent
to E
„´
1`
řrpHq
i“1 λi
¯θ
ă 8, Dθ ą 0.
Furthermore, the condition can be relaxed to be
E
”
pTr rI `HH˚sqθ
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0.
Considering the transfer rule [37], the function
inequality p1 ` xqϑ ď eϑx, ϑ ą 0, implies the
matrix ordering pI `HH˚q
ϑ
ĺ eϑHH
˚
, thus
Tr
”
eϑHH
˚
´ pI `HH˚qϑ
ı
ě 0, equivalently,
Tr
”
pI `HH˚q
ϑ
ı
ď Tr
”
eϑHH
˚
ı
, which implies that
the condition is further relaxed to be E
„´
Tr
”
eHH
˚
ı¯θ
ă
8, Dθ ą 0.
In addition, according to the function inequality,
p1` ρλmaxq
ϑ ď eϑρλmax ď Tr
”
eϑρHH
˚
ı
, where
ϑ ą 0 and the last inequality follows that the
spectral mapping theorem, thus we have the relaxed
condition E
”
Tr
”
eθHH
˚
ıı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0. Similarly,
p1` Tr rHH˚sq
ϑ
ď eϑTr rHH
˚s, ϑ ą 0, thus we have the
relaxed condition E
”
eθTr rHH
˚s
ı
ă 8, Dθ ą 0, which is
equivalent to E
“
eθλmax
‰
ă 8, Dθ ą 0.
APPENDIX F
PROOF OF LEMMA 3
The proofs follow the given conditions and the definition of
the asymptotic symbols.
1) By the given condition, we have lim
xÑ8
FX1 px´ϕpxqq
FX1 pxq
“ 1,
@ϕ P F. Thus, FX1px´ ϕpxqq „ FX1pxq. Considering
F ˝ log P R0, @F P L, we have lim
xÑ8
FX1plog
x
ϕpxq q
FX1plog xq
“
lim
xÑ8
´
log x
ϕpxq
log x
¯´θ1
“ lim
xÑ8
´
1´ logϕpxq
log x
¯´θ1
“ 1, Dθ1 ą 0,
@ϕ P F. Thus, FX1
´
log x
ϕpxq
¯
„ FX1plog xq.
Since FX1pxq “ Ω
`
x´θ1
˘
, θ1 ą 0 ðñ Dx1 ą 0, @x ą
x1, DC1 ą 0, FX1pxq ě C1x
´θ1 ; FX2pxq “ O
`
e´θ2x
˘
, θ2 ą
0 ðñ Dx2 ą 0, @x ą x2, DC2 ą 0, FX2pxq ď C2e
´θ2x.
Let x0 “ maxpx1, x2q, then,
lim sup
xÑ8
FX2pϕpxqq
FX1pxq
ď inf
x˚ąx0
sup
xěx˚
C2e
´θ2ϕpxq
C1x´θ1
“ inf
x˚ąx0
sup
xěx˚
C2
C1
xθ1ř8
n“0
pθ2xαq
n
n!
“ 0. (81)
Thus, we obtain FX2pϕpxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
Similarly, if FX1pxq “ Ω
`
x´θ1
˘
, Dθ1 ą 0, and FX2pxq “
O
`
x´θ2
˘
, Dθ2 ą 0, ϕpxq “ x
α, 0 ă α ă 1, and αθ2 ą θ1,
then
lim sup
xÑ8
FX2pϕpxqq
FX1pxq
ď inf
x˚ąx0
sup
xěx˚
C2pϕpxqq
´θ2
C1x´θ1
“ inf
x˚ąx0
sup
xěx˚
C2
C1
xθ1
xαθ2
“ 0. (82)
When αθ2 “ θ1, the limit is also finite. Thus, we obtain
FX2pϕpxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
2) By the given condition, we have lim
xÑ8
FX1 px´ϕpxqq
FX1 pxq
“
lim
xÑ8
L1px´ϕpxqq
L1pxq
´
1´ ϕpxq
x
¯θ1
“ 1, @ϕ P F, because we
obtain t “ 1 for x ´ ϕpxq “ tx as x Ñ 8. Thus,
we obtain FX1px´ ϕpxqq „ FX1pxq. Similarly, we have
lim
xÑ8
FX1p
x
ϕpxq q
FX1 pxq
“ lim
xÑ8
L1p xϕpxq q
L1pxq
pϕpxqq
θ1 , @ϕ P F. Thus,
FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
“ ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
, @θ1 ą 0 and FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
„
FX1pxq for θ1 “ 0.
Since FX2pxq “ O
`
e´θ2x
˘
, θ2 ą 0 ðñ Dx0 ą 0, @x ą
x0, DC2 ą 0, FX2pxq ď C2e
´θ2x. Then,
lim sup
xÑ8
FX2pϕpxqq
FX1pxq
ď inf
x˚ąx0
sup
xěx˚
C2e
´θ2ϕpxq
L1pxqx´θ1
“ inf
x˚ąx0
sup
xěx˚
C2
L1pxq
xθ1ř8
n“0
pθ2xαq
n
n!
“ 0, (83)
where limxÑ8 x
ǫL1pxq “ 8, @ǫ ą 0, follows the representa-
tion theorem of the slowly varying function. Thus, we obtain
FX2pϕpxqq “ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
Similarly, for FX2pxq “ O
`
x´θ2
˘
, αθ2 ą θ1, we have
lim sup
xÑ8
FX2 pϕpxqq
FX1pxq
ď inf
x˚ąx0
sup
xěx˚
C2x
´θ2α
L1pxqx´θ1
“ 0.
The proof of the rest results follows the previous proofs, by
considering the complementary lim inf
xÑ8
p¨q and by noticing the
fact that, the limit lim
xÑ8
p¨q exists if and only if lim inf
xÑ8
p¨q “
lim sup
xÑ8
p¨q.
3) Since FX1pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ1
˘
, θ1 ą 0, we have, DC
u
1 ą 0,
DCl1 ą 0, Dx0 ą 0, @x ą x0, C
l
1x
´θ1 ď FX1pxq ď C
u
1 x
´θ1 ,
and DCu
1
1 ą 0, DC
l1
1 ą 0, Dx
1
0 ą 0, @x ą x
1
0, C
l1
1 x
´θ1 ď
FX1pxq ď C
u1
1 x
´θ1 . Let x˚0 “ max px0, x
1
0q. Then,
lim sup
xÑ8
FX1 px´ϕpxqq
FX1 pxq
ď inf
x˚ąx˚
0
sup
xěx˚
Cu
1
1
Cl
1
´
1´ ϕpxq
x
¯θ1
“
Cu
1
1
Cl
1
,
and lim inf
xÑ8
FX1px´ϕpxqq
FX1 pxq
ě
Cl
1
1
Cu
1
, where
Cl
1
1
Cu
1
ď
Cu
1
1
Cl
1
, because
16
Cl1 ď C
u
1 and C
l1
1 ď C
u1
1 . Thus, we obtain FX1px´ ϕpxqq “
Θ
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
Since FX1pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ1
˘
, θ1 ą 0, we have
lim sup
xÑ8
FX1p
x
ϕpxq q
FX1 pxq
ď inf
x˚ąx0
sup
xěx˚
C˚pϕpxqq
θ1 “ 8, @C˚ ą
0, @ϕ P F. Similarly, we have lim inf
xÑ8
FX1p
x
ϕpxq q
FX1 pxq
ě 8. Thus,
we obtain FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
“ ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
The proofs of the rest results are analogical to the previous
proofs, by considering lim
xÑ8
p¨q, lim inf
xÑ8
p¨q, and lim sup
xÑ8
p¨q.
4) Since FX1pxq “ Θ
`
e´θ1x
˘
, θ1 ą 0, we have
lim sup
xÑ8
FX1 px{ϕpxqq
FX1 pxq
ď inf
x˚ąx0
sup
xěx˚
C˚e´θ1px{ϕpxq´xq “ 8,
@0 ă C˚ ă 8 and @ϕ P F; and lim inf
xÑ8
FX1 px{ϕpxqq
FX1 pxq
ě
sup
x˚ąx0
inf
xěx˚
C‹e´θ1px{ϕpxq´xq “ 8, @0 ă C‹ ă 8 and
@ϕ P F. Thus, FX1
´
x
ϕpxq
¯
“ ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
. The proof of the
other result follows analogically.
Since FXipxq “ Θ
`
e´θix
˘
, θi ą 0, i P t1, 2u, we
have lim sup
xÑ8
FX2pϕpxqq
FX1 pxq
ď inf
x˚ąx0
sup
xěx˚
C˚ e
´θ2ϕpxq
e´θ1x
“ 8,
where the last step follows that lim
xÑ8
x
ϕpxq . Similarly, we have
lim inf
xÑ8
FX2 pϕpxqq
FX1 pxq
ě 8. Thus, FX2pϕpxqq “ ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
Since FX2pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ2
˘
, θ2 ą 0, we have FX2pxq “
ω
`
FX1pxq
˘
, @θ2 ą 0. Letting x “ ϕpyq, then FX2pϕpyqq “
ω
`
FX1pϕpyqq
˘
, @ϕ P F. Since FX1pϕpyqq “ FX1pyq, thus,
FX2pϕpyqq “ ω
`
FX1pyq
˘
, @θ2 ą 0, @ϕ P F.
This completes the proofs.
APPENDIX G
PROOF OF THEOREM 9
We prove the case of N “ 2 and the proof of the case
N ą 2 follows by the iteration of the same procedure.
Considering the independence between X1 and X2, for
x ą 0, we have FX1X2pxq “ E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯ı
, which is
reformulated as
E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
“ E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq

` E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
1X2ąϕ2pxq

. (84)
Since FX1pxq “ Θ
`
x´θ
˘
, we have, Dx0 ą 0, DC1, C
1
1 ą 0,
@x ą x0 and @x{x
1 ą x0, FX1pxq ě C1x
´θ and
FX1px{x
1q ď C 11px{x
1q´θ , and lim sup
xÑ8
FX1 px{x
1q
FX1 pxq
ď
C1
1
C1
px1q
θ
.
Then, lim sup
xÑ8
lim
ϕ2pxqÑ8
ş
pϕ2pxq,8q
PpX1ąx{x1q
PpX1ąxq
PX2pdx
1q “
lim
ϕ2pxqÑ8
ş
pϕ2pxq,8q
lim sup
xÑ8
PpX1ąx{x1q
PpX1ąxq
PX2pdx
1q ď 0. Sim-
ilarly, lim inf
xÑ8
lim
ϕ2pxqÑ8
ş
pϕ2pxq,8q
PpX1ąx{x1q
PpX1ąxq
PX2pdx
1q ě 0.
Thus, E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
1X2ąϕ2pxq
ı
“ o
`
x´θ
˘
.
Similarly, lim sup
xÑ8
lim
ϕ2pxqÑ8
ş
p0,ϕ2pxqs
PpX1ąx{x1q
PpX1ąxq
PX2pdx
1q “
lim
ϕ2pxqÑ8
ş
p0,ϕ2pxqs
lim sup
xÑ8
PpX1ąx{x1q
PpX1ąxq
PX2pdx
1q ď
C˚E
”
pX2q
θ
ı
, DC˚ ą 0. On the other hand,
lim inf
xÑ8
lim
ϕ2pxqÑ8
ş
p0,ϕ2pxqs
PpX1ąx{x1q
PpX1ąxq
PX2pdx
1q ě
C‹E
”
pX2q
θ
ı
, DC‹ ą 0. Thus, E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq
ı
“
Θ
`
x´θ
˘
.
The proof completes by the fact that, if fpxq “ ophpxqq
and gpxq “ Θphpxqq then fpxq ` gpxq “ Θphpxqq.
APPENDIX H
PROOF OF THEOREM 10
We prove the case of N “ 2 and the proof of the case
N ą 2 follows by the iteration of the same procedure.
Considering the independence between X1 and X2, for
x ą 0, we have FX1X2pxq “ E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯ı
, which is
reformulated as
E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
“ E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq

` E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
1X2ąϕ2pxq

. (85)
Since 0 ď FX1pxq ď 1, we have 0 ď
E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
1X2ąϕ2pxq
ı
ď PpX2 ą ϕ2pxqq “ FX2pϕ2pxqq.
Thus, E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
1X2ąϕ2pxq
ı
“ O
`
x´θ
˘
.
Since FX1pxq “ O
`
x´θ
˘
and limxÑ8
x
X2
ě
limxÑ8
x
ϕ2pxq
“ 8, we have, Dx0 ą 0, @x ą x0, DC1 ą 0,
Dθ ą 0, E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq
ı
ď E
„
C1
´
x
X2
¯´θ
“
C1E
“
Xθ2
‰
x´θ . Thus, E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq
ı
“ O
`
x´θ
˘
.
Considering the Op¨q polynomial [63], i.e., if f1pxq “
Opgpxqq and f2pxq “ Opgpxqq then f1pxq`f2pxq “ Opgpxqq,
we have FX1X2pxq “ E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯ı
“ O
`
x´θ
˘
.
APPENDIX I
PROOF OF THEOREM 11
We prove the case of N “ 2 and the proof of the case
N ą 2 follows by the iteration of the same procedure and by
the fact that [63], if fpxq “ Opgpxqq and gpxq “ Ophpxqq
then fpxq “ Ophpxqq.
Considering the independence between X1 and X2, for
x ą 0, we have FX1X2pxq “ E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯ı
, which is
reformulated as
E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
“ E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq

` E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
1X2ąϕ2pxq

. (86)
Since 0 ď FX1pxq ď 1, we have 0 ď
E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
1X2ąϕ2pxq
ı
ď PpX2 ą ϕ2pxqq “ FX2pϕ2pxqq.
Thus, E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
1X2ąϕ2pxq
ı
“ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
Since FX1pxq is nonincreasing, we have
E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq
ı
ď FX1
´
x
ϕ2pxq
¯
. Thus,
E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq
ı
“ O
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
17
Considering the Op¨q polynomial [63], i.e., if f1pxq “
Opgpxqq and f2pxq “ Opgpxqq then f1pxq`f2pxq “ Opgpxqq,
we have FX1X2pxq “ E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯ı
“ O
`
x´θ
˘
.
The proof of the result for the sum of random variables
follows analogically.
APPENDIX J
PROOF OF THEOREM 12
We prove the case of N “ 2 and the proof of the case
N ą 2 follows by the iteration of the same procedure.
Considering the independence between X1 and X2, for
x ą 0, we have FX1X2pxq “ E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯ı
, which is
reformulated as
E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
“ E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq

` E
„
FX1
ˆ
x
X2
˙
1X2ąϕ2pxq

. (87)
Since 0 ď FX1pxq ď 1, we have 0 ď
E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
1X2ąϕ2pxq
ı
ď PpX2 ą ϕ2pxqq “ FX2pϕ2pxqq.
Thus, E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
1X2ąϕ2pxq
ı
“ o
`
FX1pxq
˘
.
In addition, we have E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq
ı
„
E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯ı
, which follows the Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem. Since E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯ı
“ş
FX1
´
x
x2
¯
dFX2 px2q „
ş
FX1pxqdFX2 px2q “ FX1pxq,
which follows that FX1 is slowly varying, i.e.,
FX1ptxq „ FX1pxq, @t ą 0, thus, we obtain
E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯
10ăX2ďϕ2pxq
ı
„ FX1pxq.
Considering the asymptotics polynomial [63], i.e., if
f1pxq “ opgpxqq and f2pxq „ gpxq then f1pxq`f2pxq „ gpxq,
we have FX1X2pxq “ E
”
FX1
´
x
X2
¯ı
„ FX1pxq.
The proof of the result for the sum of random variables
follows analogically.
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